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PROSEZ Money Domain create a bottom-line of
effective finance functions that is a key concern of
organizations and finance professionals.

It helps companies define their financial objectives so
that they can determine the bottom-line for business
success.

By setting financial goals, PROSEZ Money Domain will
determine whether the company reached the threshold
of profitability, or if they are remaining stagnant.

Financial planning and
determining to analyze how much
money a company needs to
operate on, how much reserves
the company should maintain for
a rainy day, how the company will
receive the money (loans,
revenue) and how that money
should be spent and allocated
throughout the organization.

Budgets are prepared on
spreadsheets which represent
exchange values for how much
money will be budgeted for that
particular expense.

Forecasting company’s future financials because
company’s feat relies on financial forecasts such as
what the company’s sales volumes will be and what
kinds of capital expenses they will have.

Stakeholders and investors are particularly interested
in financial forecasts as this data will inform them of
whether a company predicts it will be profitable or not.

Executing forecasts to develop new strategies that
might help the company realize more future growth.
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Money system plays an important role in supporting managers to direct all 
the Financial activities within an organization to advance strategic financial 
business goals.
Money body approached system is the assistant of manager to response all 
planned and unplanned financial issues that might arise into an organization .
This system consist of five critical steps:



Business concern whether big or small, 
needs finance to meet their requirements 
in the economic world. Any kind of 
business activity depends on the finance. 
Hence, it is called as lifeblood of business 
organization. 
PROSEZ Money Domain demonstrate the
intent of two aspects with innovative and
modern approaches. Effective financial
management system and efficient use of
finance lead to proper utilization of the
finance by the business concerning order
to determine the basic objectives of the
financial management that may be
broadly divided into two parts of profit
and wealth maximization.
PROSEZ Money Domain move forward the
business process with a real economic
world and build a strong foundation of
financial planning and controlling .



The importance of the budget Domain is to setting financial
goals, forecasting future financial resources and needs,
monitoring and controlling income and expenditures, and
evaluating progress toward achieving the financial goals.
PROSEZ budget organ is a systematic organ of significance
and worth subjects to setting goals, gathering data,
forecast future needs, implementing the budget,
controlling spending, and evaluating performance or any
alternatives on the way to ascertain the degree of values
based on the organizational objectives.



PROSEZ budget Domain
preserve the intent of one
aspect unchanged or
modified that might proved
accurately describe the
whole unit.





Forecasting Financial Requirements
It is the primary function that estimate the financial requirement of the business concern, so that 

acquire fixed assets and forecast the amount needed to meet the working capital requirements in 
advance. 

Acquiring Necessary Capital 
concentrate how the finance is mobilized and where it will be available. It is also highly 
critical in nature. 

Investment Decision 
carefully select best investment alternatives and consider the reasonable and stable return 
from the investment. Determine the effective  capital budgeting techniques for an effective 
investment. It must be concentrated to principles of safety, liquidity and profitability while 
investing capital. 

Cash Management 
Present days cash management plays a major role in the area of finance and assist  for 
effective utilization of cash, moreover,  it helps to meet the short-term liquidity position of 
the concern. 

Interrelation with Other Department 
Connection between various functional departments such as marketing, production, personal, 
system, research, development, etc and it enables to well versed in other areas. 



PROSEZ Accounting Domain outlined into five main  
phases that might proved accurately describe the 
whole unit. 





PROSEZ transaction is a unit of a program
execution that accesses and possibly
modifies various data objects. PROSEZ
transaction is the basic logical unit of
execution in an information system which is
a sequence of operations that must be
executed as a whole, taking a consistent and
correct database state into another
consistent database state.
A system state consists of records and
devices with changeable values includes
assertions about the values of records and
about the allowed transformations of the
values.
PROSEZ transaction Domain provides actions
which read and transform the values of
records and devices. In other words, a
collection of actions which comprise a
consistent transformation of the state may
be grouped to form a transaction.



Alternatively, PROSEZ
transaction Domain
outlined into three main
phases that create the
approaches of a business
express for coping with a
complex competitive
environment.




